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A single layer of 3M Duct Wrap 615+ (38mm thick) extending the entire length of the duct, using one 
of the below wrapping methods. For pinning and banding details see below.

3M™ Fire Barrier Duct Wrap 615+ Fire Stopping Systems
for Ducts in Open Spaces or Penetrating Non Fire-rated Walls or Floors

1.

Installation 

For penetrations through non fire-rated walls or floors - The single layer of Duct Wrap should continue 
uninterrupted through non fire-rated walls or floors and through open spaces.

FRR

Steel ducts in accordance 
with AS 4254.2-2012, 
0.8mm thick, J3 joint rating, 
up to 1250x1000mm

Ducts in open areas or penetrating non fire-rated 
walls or floors of any type or thickness
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Banding - Stainless steel banding or ties 12mm (1/2") at each joint as shown and at approx 300mm 
centres for the remainder of the single layer of 3M Duct Wrap. 

Pinning -  Pins may be either 12 gauge impaling pins attached to the bare duct or 12 gauge cup head 
pins attached after the duct is installed. Where possible pins should be approximately midway 
between the steel bands.
Horizontal ducts - Pinning is required on the underside only of rectangular ducts at nominal 300mm 
centres and no closer than 150mm to the edge. Round ducts may be pinned along the bottom 
quarter round face of the duct with single or double row of pins depending on the diameter of the 
duct. Maintain 300mm centres.
Vertical ducts -  Pinning is required on one of the wider sides of a rectangular vertical duct with the 
same spacing as for horizontal. Round ducts must be pinned at 300mm centres with a single or 
double column of pins depending on size of duct.

2.
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External Fire

Internal Fire
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3M™ Fire Barrier Duct Wrap 615+ Fire Stopping Systems
for Ducts in Open Spaces or Penetrating Non Fire-rated Walls or Floors

FRR

Steel ducts in accordance 
with AS 4254.2-2012, 
0.8mm thick, J3 joint rating, 
up to 1200x1000mm

Ducts in open areas or penetrating non fire-rated 
walls or floors of any type or thickness
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3. Where ducts are against a plasterboard or concrete wall or ceiling, use 2-sided or 3-sided systems of single
layer Duct Wrap.

For penetrations through fire-rated walls or floors, special systems are required. See our spec sheets for 
fire-rated walls or fire-rated floors at these links.

Pinning - Because bands or ties cannot be attached to 2-sided or 3-sided systems each face must be 
pinned at 300mm centres.

4.
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http://www.firestopcentre.co.nz/system-selector/3m-duct-wrap-615-4433f-external/
http://www.firestopcentre.co.nz/system-selector/3m-duct-wrap-615-4433w-external/



